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Canon EOS Rebel XS/1000D For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008

	The new Canon EOS Rebel XS is designed to capture the perfect photos. But if you’re new to SLRs, digital photography can be a bit intimidating. Canon EOS Rebel XS/1000D For Dummies shows you how to get the most out of this digital camera, taking advantage of its 10.1 megapixel CMOS sensor with DIGIC III image processor.
...
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Computer Vision Metrics: Survey, Taxonomy, and AnalysisApress, 2014

	Computer Vision Metrics provides an extensive survey and analysis of over 100 current and historical feature description and machine vision methods, with a detailed taxonomy for local, regional and global features. This book provides necessary background to develop intuition about why interest point detectors and feature descriptors...
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Radio Frequency Integrated Circuit DesignArtech House Publishers, 2010

	Radio frequency integrated circuits (RFICs) are the building blocks that enable every device from cable television sets to mobile telephones to transmit and receive signals and data. This newly revised and expanded edition of the 2003 Artech House classic, "Radio Frequency Integrated Circuit Design", serves as an up-to-date,...
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Model and Design of Improved Current Mode Logic Gates: Differential and Single-endedSpringer, 2019

	
		This book presents MOSFET-based current mode logic (CML) topologies, which increase the speed, and lower the transistor count, supply voltage and power consumption. The improved topologies modify the conventional PDN, load, and the current source sections of the basic CML gates.

	
		Electronic system implementation involves...
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Into The Nano Era: Moore's Law Beyond Planar Silicon CMOS (Springer Series in Materials Science)Springer, 2008
Even as we enter the nanotechnology era, we are now encountering the 50th anniversary of the invention of the IC. Will silicon continue to be the pre-eminent material and will MooreTM’s Law continue unabated, albeit in a broader economic venue, in the nanotechnology era? This monograph addresses these issues by a re-examination of...
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The AI Marketing Canvas: A Five-Stage Road Map to Implementing Artificial Intelligence in MarketingStanford Business Books, 2021

	
		This book offers a direct, actionable plan CMOs can use to map out initiatives that are properly sequenced and designed for success?regardless of where their marketing organization is in the process.

	
		The authors pose the following critical questions to marketers: (1) How should modern marketers be thinking about...
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Design of Analog Fuzzy Logic Controllers in CMOS TechnologiesSpringer, 2003
Nowadays, real-time applications of Fuzzy Logic in different domains are being increasingly reported. ASIC-based analog hardware becomes an interesting solution for these kinds of applications because it benefits from: savings on silicon surface and power consumption, readily accomplishment with strict timing constraints and cost-effective...
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Mike Meyers CompTIA A+ Guide: Essentials Lab Manual, Third Edition (Exam 220-701)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Practice the IT Skills Essential for Your Success

	
		70+ lab exercises challenge you to solve problems based on realistic case studies
	
		Step-by-step scenarios require you to think critically
	
		Lab analyses tests measure your understanding of lab results
	
		Key term quizzes help build...
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Design of High-Speed Communication Circuits (Selcted Topics in Electronics and Systems)World Scientific Publishing, 2006

	Welcome to the special issue of the International Journal of High Speed Electronics and Systems on "High-Speed Mixed-Signal Integrated Circuits". Silicon, in particular MOS silicon, has rapidly become the de facto technology for mixed-signal integrated circuit design due to the high levels of integration possible as device...
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Plan to Turn Your Company Around in 90 Days: How to Restore Positive Cash Flow and ProfitabilityApress, 2013

	More than half of all businesses in the U.S. don’t make it to their fifth birthday, and nearly 70 percent are gone by year ten. How do businesses get into trouble? A hundred different ways. Poor cash flow, undercapitalization, lax financial controls, poor worker productivity, boneheaded mistakes, inefficient processes, failure to adapt,...
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Broadband Circuits for Optical Fiber CommunicationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
An expert guide to the new and emerging field of broadband circuits for optical fiber communication
This exciting publication makes it easy for readers to enter into and deepen their knowledge of the new and emerging field of broadband circuits for optical fiber communication. The author's selection and organization of material have been...
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Engineering the CMOS Library: Enhancing Digital Design Kits for Competitive SiliconJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Shows readers how to gain the competitive edge in the integrated circuit marketplace


	This book offers a wholly unique perspective on the digital design kit. It points to hidden value in the safety margins of standard-cell libraries and shows design engineers and managers how to use this knowledge to beat the competition.
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